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Fighting compliance
complacency
It's easy to fall into the trap of running on autopilot, assuming
that your company is meeting FDA requirements. Ron Ball
offers sound advice on how to avoid costly complacency in the
workplace.

One of the biggest factors that
affect compliance programs at
US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA)-regulated companies is

complacency. This can be both organizational
as well as individual complacency. You would
think with all the attention our industry received
from the FDA in the 1990s and early 2000s,
every company would have their act together
and be fully prepared for their next FDA
inspection. Sadly, that is far from the reality
of the situation. While there are numerous
contributory factors that can derail a company's
efforts to stay in compliance, one of the
most important factors to guard against is
complacency. This article will examine a number
of key factors that tend to generate compliance
complacency and how to guard against it.

Compliance complacency defined
Webster's Dictionary defines complacency:

"self-satisfaction especially when accompanied
by unawareness of actual dangers or
deficiencies." Compliance complacency
is therefore defined by B&R Compliance
Associates as: "organizational satisfaction of
the (compliance) status quo without regard
to, or intent to leam of, potential compliance
risks in the business." Firms that have had
the same compliance program in place for
decades see no reason to look for problems,
especially where the FDA has never historically
commented on any issues during inspections.
These very firms are at high risk of developing
compliance complacency in their business. An
acknowledged element of any well-run FDA
compliance program is the means and methods

to prevent a company from falling into this kind
of self-satisfaction trap.

FDA's audit interval
The FDA's own site inspection process is one

of the key means whereby firms can develop
compliance complacency in the first place.
By statute, the FDA is required to audit every
drug manufacturing facility every two years.
Historically the agency has always been short of
inspectional manpower, and over time the FDA
fielded an organizational philosophy that audits
were conducted in two-year blocks. Under this
philosophy firms audited in the first month of
a two year block, and who were subsequently
re-audited in the twelfth month of the next
consecutive two year block, were considered to
have met the every two year audit requirement,
even though more than 46 months had elapsed
between the two audits. Eventually, the FDA's
available inspectors could not meet even this
optimistic interpretation of the regulations. This
led to the introduction of risk-based auditing
in 2005. Today it is commonplace for many
medical gas companies to not have seen an
FDA inspector in six-eight years. No wonder
some firms become complacent. But don't be
fooled. The agency has not forgotten about you.

Never been a problem before ...
Another key factor in compliance

complacency is that a particular issue has
"never been a problem before this." We hear
this statement frequently from new customers,
and after all this time we still cringe each time
we hear it. If you have been in FDA compliance
as long as the B&R has, you recognize that
any company is potentially only one inspection
away from an enforcement action. There is a
wide variance in the level of skill, experience,
diligence, attentiveness, and aggressiveness
of FDA field inspectors. These variances often
are a key, determining factor between an audit
experience that is easy and one that is difficult.
We commonly see the same issue at the same
site viewed by two different FDA investigators
during two different audits, where the results
of the two audits end up completely different.
While the first inspector saw no problem with
the issue, the second auditor found the exact
same issue to be a major non-conformance
problem. Obviously, the company being
audited gets very confused over this, as it had
changed nothing with its compliance program
or documentation in the interval between
audits. In the medical gas industry this issue is
much more common than you would think. If
your company has always had a steady diet of
easy audits, then you are at risk of developing
compliance complacency.

To better understand this issue you have to
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look at the underlying regulatory requirements.
21 CFR § 210.1 (b) states that the failure to
comply with any regulation set forth in 21 CFR
§ 210 and § 211 through § 226 shall render
a drug to be adulterated, and in addition,
the person responsible for the failure to
comply will be subject to regulatory action. In
practice this means companies, by law, must
be in compliance at all times. It also means
companies, and not the FDA, are responsible
for determining whether their programs and
activities meet the intent of the regulation. It
is easy to see where firms that have a history
of the FDA performing virtual "drive by"
inspections could become complacent. But this
does not let you off the proverbial hook with the
FDA.

The agency does not view its job as providing
companies a free compliance program review
service. It is an enforcement agency sent to look
for fraud and non-compliance with regulations.
This situation resembles the traffic cop who
saw you drive by on the way to work at seven
mph over the speed limit, but did not give you a
ticket. In no way should the fact that the police
did not issue a ticket be construed to mean
you were in compliance with the applicable
traffic laws at the time. In this same scenario
you could easily become complacent about
traffic regulations, but you should never let
yourself be surprised when the first traffic cop
goes on vacation and their replacement starts
handing out tickets. Firms that have become
complacent and begin to rely on FDA inspectors
to find their potential non-conformances with
their compliance program run the risk of being
very surprised at their next, and probably every
subsequent, audit.

State Vs. FDA inspections
Some states now contract with the FDA to

perform site inspections of in-state medical
gas facilities. In other states both the FDA and
state inspectors still audit medical gas facilities.
This outsourcing of audit talent has ushered
in a patchwork quilt of enforcement at the
state level. Many state inspectors are using
FDA's 2003 Medical Gas Guidance document
as their outline to conduct an inspection, and
are generally very diligent in reviewing a firm's
activities. Getting an annual audit by a well-
trained state inspector is one method to help
stay out of the complacency trap. However,
there are some state medical gas inspectional
processes that border on comedy. The same
inspector shows up year after year, spends an
hour or two, looks at the same issue and never
sees a problem. Whatever the reason for this,
under these circumstances it would be hard
for a company to avoid becoming complacent.
However, this does not alleviate that company's

requirement to comply with applicable FDA
regulations, and firms that have fallen into this
state inspector-generated complacency trap
need to recognize they may someday receive
a serious FDA wake up call. They also need
to recognize that the FDA does not accept
the excuse that the previous inspectors never
commented on an issue.

Regulatory creep
As new, and heretofore unknown compliance

problems manifest themselves to the FDA, it
devises solutions, changes its opinion on what
constitutes compliance, and moves forward

"
Organizations like the
Compressed Gas Association
(CGA) and firms including
B&R Compliance are effective
conduits passing on information
to the medical gas industry to
make people aware of changes
in FDA compliance policy:'
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with site inspections using this new definition of
compliance for that specific issue. Regulatory
creep also occurs where the FDA changes its
opinion on what constitutes compliance for
a particular issue. Often these start as grass
roots issues, with a particular FDA district
either observing something that troubles it, or
simply by changing its mind on a particular
topic and then beginning to issue 483 citations
and warning letters accordingly. The third
way compliance creep occurs is as a result
of a single or series of well-publicized tragic
incidents in the industry. Organizations like
the Compressed Gas Association (CGA) and
firms including B&R Compliance are effective
conduits passing on information to the medical
gas industry to make people aware of changes
in FDA compliance policy. Firms that have
fallen into the compliance complacency trap
often just don't have the interest to learn what is
new or has changed, and even if they did learn
about something new, complacency would likely
keep them from doing anything about it. The
key to fighting complacency where regulatory
creep is involved is to stay abreast of changes,
keep informed about shifts in FDA enforcement
tactics and policies, and to take proactive action
to incorporate these changes into your program
as you learn about them.

Fighting compliance complacency
The most reliable method of fighting

complacency is to periodically assess where ~
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~ the weaknesses are in your FDA compliance
program and to have plans and processes in
place to rectify any issues that could result in
non-conformances being issued. Even if a
particular issue has not been fully addressed
at the time of an FDA audit, most agency
inspectors generally will not issue a citation for
issues the firm had previously identified and
proactively addressed by implementing plans to
close the compliance gap.

The best means to find and understand
potential compliance program deficiencies is to

perform an audit. We typically recommend using
the services of a third party auditing firm, or at
the very least, use an audit checklist and audit
guideline prepared by a knowledgeable third
party firm. Preferably this should be someone
experienced in medical gas manufacturing.
These periodic audit events are excellent
tools to prevent compliance complacency
from gripping your organization. We generally
find that most small and medium-sized firms
that try to audit themselves generally fall
short of making this a productive process.
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Commonly the same individual responsible
for FDA compliance is also the same person
conducting the audit, typically using audit tools
they generated. It is poor practice to expect
someone to audit their own program and to be
effective in identifying program deficiencies.

A final consideration related to audits is that
in the near future the FDA is expected to make
some sort of annual audit a requirement, with
third party audits the recommended practice.
We expect to see the agency promulgate new
requirements regarding audits in 2011.

Finally, some tips on how best to deal directly
with complacency itself. Companies whose
last FDA visit lasted just three or four hours
and then the inspector left with no findings
- or companies that haven't had an audit in
six or seven years - would be prime sites for
compliance complacency to set in. The most
effective method to deal with compliance
complacency is for a company to endure the
FDA's meat grinder-type inspection process.
These can literally be life-changing events, and
I can guarantee that once your company has
been through that process, complacency will
never be a problem again. Unfortunately the
cure can be as or more painful than the disease.
This is not a process I would ever recommend
to anyone, and we have dedicated our business
to helping our customers avoid this from
happening.

Fighting the onset of complacency is best
accomplished by keeping your compliance
resources tapped into an outside source of
information on the latest FDA compliance
trends. Firms whose compliance and operations
managers sit inside their own little bubble and
spend little if any time in learning what is new
are at the highest risk of developing compliance
complacency. Firms that never ask themselves
in any meaningful manner: "is my program
deficient, and what do I need to do to improve?"
also risk the onset of compliance complacency.

One of the more popular and effective
programs we offer to prevent complacency is
our monthly tele-web training programs, where
industry trends are discussed, and individuals
can ask questions and share experiences. This
type of forum helps to bring home the latest
information and tips from both experts and
peers. Just like rust, the FDA never sleeps,
and neither should your company's efforts to
stay trained and abreast of relevant changes
and avoid the heavy costs of the compliance
complacency trap. C"

Ron Ball

Formore informationon regulations
that affect medicalgas producers
andend-users,contact:RonBallat
B&RComplianceAssociatesLLC:
+1 (317) 297 8518; email: ron.
ball@brcompliance.com; www.
brcompliance.com
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